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"It is the totality of circumstances that
may justify a warrantless motor vehicle
search based upon a tip from a previously
unknown source.

If sufficient details are

given, such as an accurate description of
car, driver, time and place of narcotics
drop, and this information is proven by
subsequent events to be accurate, such
information justifies surveillance and
warrantless search of motor vehicle upon
observance by officers of container usually
used for narcotics in plain sight in car."

Hon. Robert W. Hayes
Circuit Judge
State of South Carolina

Robert W. Hayes
Circuit Judge
State of South Carolina
16th Judicial Circuit
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would be made at a certain place and time that
night, giving the description of the car, the
driver, and how the driver would be dressed.

At this point, because the informer was unknown, there was not enough probable cause upon
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which to obtain an arrest warrant.

Police

a warrant.

The tip alone would not have been

decided to stake the place out without a warrant.

enough.

At the designated place and time, the described

at the time and place stated by the tipster would

car arrived, driven by a man meeting the description

not have been sufficient.

given.

combined with the presence of the brown paper bag,

Police approached the car, looked through

Arrival of the described car and driver

But these things,

the window, and saw a brown paper bag on the back

known to be a usual container for unlawful drugs,

seat.

created a situation of more than suspicion.

It

constituted good reason or 'probable cause' to
It was general knowledge among police officers
in the area that unlawful drugs were frequently

believe that unlawful drugs were present as the
unknown tipster had said.

transported in brown paper bags.
No arrest warrant was needed because the car
The bag was searched and heroin was found,
resulting in conviction of the driver.

He appealed

on the ground that there was no probable cause for
the search ..• that the heroin should not have been
admitted in evidence.

Conviction was upheld, the Federal Court of
Appeals in New Orleans holding that the total
circumstances involved justified a search without

could have been easily and quickly moved before
police could obtain one.
460 F2d 1402.

Govt.of Canal Zone v. Wright,
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••• EVIDENCE •.•

for a warrantless search.

In such a case, it is essential that the
prosecution have testimony as to all the facts.
It is easy, for example, to forget that it must
appear in the court record that it is general
knowledge that heroin is often transported in
the area in brown paper bags, or whatever other
container that might be involved in the particular
case.

With marijuana, for example, greenish

plastic bags are often used.

Such a bag, seen in

a car in proper circumstances, might well furnish
the basis for a warrantless search.

It is important

that the known uses of certain containers for
unlawful drugs be placed in'the official record of
court proceedings •.• when such fact is needed to
bolster probable cause.

It is important to show if the defendant was
a known 'dealer'.

If he was, this fact would no

doubt strengthen the 'probable cause' necessary

A tip from an unknown or unreliable source
is not enough to justify a warrantless search,
but such a tip, combined with enough subsequent
facts to substantiate the tip, can be enough.
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(c) while under the influence or feigning to

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

be under the influence of intoxicating liquor,
without just cause or excuse, discharge any gun,

The charge of disorderly conduct is many

pistol or other firearm while upon or within fifty

times used as a catch-all with which t o charge a

yards of any public road or highway, except upon

defendant when the arresting officer is not quite
sure what charge to prefer.

his own premises, shall be deemed guilty of a

Such procedure is

misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined not

particularly dangerous in these days of Federal

more than one hundred dollars or be imprisoned for

Court Civil Rights suits that are becoming more

not more than thirty days.

and more numerous.

A person, to be guilty of disorderly conduct

Disorderly conduct is very restricted, being

must be:

set forth in Section 16-558, 1962 Code of Laws,
as amended:

(1)
Any person who shall (a) be found on any

-

Grossly intoxicated in any public place or
at any public gathering.

--

highway or at any public place or public gathering in a grossly intoxicated condition or otherwise
conducting himself in a disorderly or boisterous
manner, (b) use obscene or profane language on any
highway or at any public place or gathering or in
hearing distance of any schoolhouse or church or

(2)

Conducting himself in a boistrous or disorderly
manner in a public place or at a public gathering.
NOTE: This language (2) is so broad and vague
that it could be held unconstitutional if

'
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tested in court.
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It is suggested that only

AFFIDAVIT

severe boisterousness or disorderly conduct
can be upheld at all as a valid charge under
this section.

(3)

The affidavit for an arrest warrant should
say more than this:

Using profane or obscene language in a public

"The defendant did in this County on or about

place or gathering.

the _____ day of

NOTE:

crime of disorderly conduct."

There is so much difference of opinion

, 19_____ , commit the

as to what is profane or obscene, that only
clear violations should be prosecuted here-

A more adequate affidavit would be:

under.
"The defendant did in this County on or about
(4)

Discharging any firearm on or within 50 yards

the _____ day of

, 1974, commit the

of any public road or highway, except upon

crime of disorderly conduct in that he was on

one's own premises.

the 1900 block of Main Street in the City of
Columbia, a public place, in a grossly
intoxicated condition."

OR
"John Smith, defendant, did in this County on
the _____ day of

, 19_____ , commit the

crime of disorderly conduct in that he did
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within fifty yards of a public highway discharge a firearm while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor."

BREACH OF PEACE! !

,

The common law crime of breach of peace is
often confused with the statutory crime of dis-

:j

orderly conduct.

Breach of peace is a much more

serious crime ••. and should not be used in lieu of
disorderly conduct.

Because breach of the peace

is an old and commonly-known crime, acts that
constituted such crime in the past may not now do
so.

In a 1962 case, involving 187 students marching in and around the State House grounds in
Columbia, refusing to disperse when ordered to do
so by police, then stamping, hollering, and singing

1
J

loudly, the United States Supreme Court held that
such activity did not constitute breach of peace.
Edwards v. South Carolina, 9 Led 2d 697.

It is not possible for anyone to reduce the
crime of breach of peace to a workable rule of
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thumb.
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The definitions given are too vague.

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

Almost anything can, in the minds of some, disturb
the public peace.

SPEAKS ON CRIME OF BREACH OF PEACE

Each case made must be tested

Edwards v. South Carolina
9 Led 2d 697

on its own facts in order to determine whether or
not a lawful arrest was made.

Old South Carolina
"The Fourteenth Amendment does not permit a

Supreme Court cases approving breach of peace
State to make criminal the peaceful expression
cases are often not sound ground upon which to
of unpopular views. "(A) function of free speech
base an opinion as to facts today, because of
under our system of government is to invite
later Federal Court rulings, such as Edwards.
dispute.

It may indeed best serve its high purpose

when it induces a condition of unrest, creates
'Breach of peace' places too much responsibility
dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or
upon the arresting officer.

There are no defininte
even stirs people to anger.

Speech is often

guidelines by which the officer can make a sound
provocative and challenging.
judgment.

It may strike at

If he is wrong in his appraisal of a
prejudices and preconceptions and have profound

situation, and makes a false arrest, he is liable
unsettling effects as it presses for acceptance
to suit.
of an idea.

That is why freedom of speech ... is .•.

protected against censorship or punishment, unless
It is suggested that specific, statutory charges
shown likely to produce a clear and present danger
be made where possible.

Breach of peace is a valid
of a serious substantive evil that rises far above

charge in some circumstances, but its vagueness
public inconvenience, annoyance, or unrest ...
makes it most difficult for the arresting officer.

-17-18There is no room under our Constitution for a more
face, and as authoritatively construed, is so
restrictive view.

For the alternative would lead
vague and indefinite as to permit the punishment

to standardization of ideas either by legislatures,
of the fair use of this opportunity is repugnant
courts, or dominant political or community groups."
to the guaranty of liberty contained in the FourTerminiello v. Chicago, 337 US 1, 4, 5, 93 L ed 1131,
teenth Amendment ... "
1134,1135, 69SCt894.

283 US 359,369, 75 Led 1117,

As in the Terminiello Case,
1123, 51 S Ct 532, 73 ALR 1484.

the courts of South Carolina have defined a criminal
offense so as to permit conviction of the petitioners
For these reasons we conclude that these
if their speech "stirred people to anger, invited
criminal convictions cannot stand.
public dispute, or brought about a condition of
unrest.

A conviction resting on any of those grounds
Reversed."

may not stand."

As Chief Justice Hughes wrote in Strombert v.
California, "The maintenance of the opportunity for
free political discussion to the end that government may be responsive to the will of the people
and that changes may be obtained by lawful means,
an opportunity essential to the security of the
Republic, is a fundamental principle of our
constitutional system.

A statute which upon its
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Rights suit against several police officers be-

EXECUTION (SERVICE)

cause they arrested a defendant charged in an

OF ARREST WARRANTS

arrest warrant with failing to pay a charge account
A police officer who is given the assignment
of executing an arrest warrant is not automatically
protected from false arrest charges simply because

at a store.

A magistrate had issued the warrant

charging 'breach of trust' based upon the affidavit
of the store owner.

the warrant was issued by a judge upon the
application of some other person.

The officer has

the duty to look at it and see that it is at least
valid on its face.

Such an officer has the right

to protect himself to that extent.

Failure to pay a charge account is not a crime,
of course ..• so the warrant was invalid.

Someone

within the police agency should have discovered the
defect with little or no trouble and the warrant
should have been returned to the magistrate with

The issuing judge may not be sued under the
Civil Rights Act, even if he is wrong .•• but the
officer who makes an unlawful arrest with a

a refusal to execute it.

Because this was not

done, several officers are in Federal Court, and
the magistrate is in the clear.

He cannot be sued.

defective warrant may be sued.
Before any arrest warrant is executed by
Each police agency should have senior officers
available to check every arrest warrant delivered
to it for obvious defects.

For example, there is

now in the Federal Courts of this State a Civil

officers of a police agency, a responsible person
should check it for at least three things:
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(1)
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Is the defendant sufficiently identified so

FLEMING'S NOTEBOOK

there is no chance of arresting the wrong
person?

(2)

Does the warrant charge a crime?

(3)

Is the warrant otherwise valid on its face?
(Is it signed by the magistrate?

Is a proper

affidavit attached?)

When doubt about such things appears, the
County attorney or City attorney should be
consulted.
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FLEMING'S NOTEBOOK ... Chapter 105:
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LIABILITY OF SUPERVISORY
OFFICERS IN CIVIL RIGHTS SUIT

SEARCH OF WALLET OF ARRESTEE
Officers were charged in a Civil Rights suit
A defendant was arrested in his car ..• a

in Federal Court with having used excessive force

wallet was found under the front seat ..• it was

in arresting a prisoner and in failing to obtain

later searched and stolen credit cards found.

medical treatment for him.

Was the search legal and the evidence admissable?

supervisory police officer who was present, but

It was held that a

took no active part in the proceedings, could,
A Federal Court held that the search of the

nevertheless, be sued for not stopping subordinate

wallet was lawful on two grounds: (1) Since the

officers' use of excessive force and denial of

wallet was in an unsecured part of the car, its

necessary medical aid.

seizure and subsequent search was valid as an
inventory search; (2) Search was incident to
arrest.

US v. Young, 369 F. Supp. 540.

A drunk was arrested on the street .•. his
wallet was searched at the station-house, revealing
LSD.

This search was lawful under the right to

search as incident to a full-custody arrest.
State v. Dubay, 313 A 2d 908.

Byrd v. Brishke, 466 F 2d 6.
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POLICE NOT NOTIFIED
OF CHANGE IN LAW

A $1,500 verdict was returned by a jury in
Federal District Court in Columbia, S.C., recently
against a sheriff and his deputy arising out of
the unlawful arrest of a defendant for riding a
power-driven bicycle without a helmet and face
guard.

Although such act was at one time unlawful,

the law had been changed to permit such operation
.•. the sheriff was not personally involved in the
arrest.

Neither the sheriff nor his deputy knew

of the recent change in the law.

The Court held

that 'good faith' was no defense to the false
arrest charge.

Ryan v. Powell et al, US DC, SC.
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